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Venus, the planet of love, rules the first earth sign, Taurus and exudes
waves of security and contentment. Thank the Goddess of Love for your green
and graceful landscape with its gorgeous display of flowering shrubs, plants and
trees. Soil perks up when warm weather appears advocating growth for fruits and
vegetables. Herb beds and patio planters thrive with fragrant herbs and blossoms. Dust
off your famous “green thumb” and get started with your favorite plants. Taurus loves
all that is beautiful on the inside of the home and out. Honor Taurus with gifts that
include rich chocolate, cooking supplies for the kitchen, mountain retreats, selfdevelopment seminars, a subscription to a gardening magazine, bucket list ventures,
musical entertainment and elegant suppers. Taurus loves attention so extend an
invitation to a play, a classy dinner, or a concert to celebrate the birthday event.
IMPORTANT DATES
April 20: Passover
April 21: Easter Sunday
April 22: Earth Day
April 24: Administrative Professionals Day
May 1: May Day
May 5: Cinco de Mayo
May 12: Mothers’ Day
ALERTS: Think twice about accepting Facebook friends that you don’t know; beware
of those who constantly change their photos and those who claim to be affiliated with
dating groups and saw your photo on line. Never agree to give money to anyone you
don’t know just because they are sweet-talking you, claim to be very interested in you
romantically, but are going through a rough time and don’t have the airfare to visit
you. Stay on the lookout for drive-by looters if you are expecting packages. Trolls on
Linked-In may also show an interest in your talents but are really in the market to sell
services to you as soon as you make the connection.
The winner of the $10 drawing for March is JB. April clients who schedule
consultations of one hour or more are also eligible for this discount in the drawing
scheduled for April 30. The May winner will receive a $10 certificate to apply toward a
future consultation. Winners receive notification via e-mail. Payments for all services
go via PayPal (www.paypal.com) where you can use either credit cards or debit cards

directly from your checking or savings account at this secure site which notifies me
when the funds have been received in my account. The PayPal affiliated e-mail
account is alice.deville27@gmail.com. My phone number is 1-813-374-5398.
TAURUS and THE YEAR AHEAD
Happy Birthday, Taurus! Your Sun Sign puts the spotlight on good manners,
grace, sensibility in decision-making, artistic leanings and resourcefulness. Taurus
rules the income-oriented 2nd House of earnings, salary, potential and power, money
sitting at your disposal, how you spend your hard-earned cash, the goods and services
you desire, personal development, material possessions and people who provide you
with related services including those in the banking, financial services, selfimprovement and teaching industries. You look for lucrative work and profitable
contracts. Although you like to stick with the familiar and enjoy security, when work
no longer satisfies your soul, you seek a better option making use of highly polished
skills and your gifts of diplomacy and tact. Born under the sign of the Bull, you are
both an earth sign and the first of four fixed signs. Your mind is not easily changed,
and you work through obstacles with passion and a strong determination to overcome
them. Some material in this section applies to those with a Taurus Ascendant or a
heavy concentration of Taurus planets. Consult your astrologer for full details. This
year the Sun enters your sign on April 20 at 4:55 AM EDT and leaves on May 21 at 6:52
AM EDT. Jupiter in Sagittarius aspects your Taurus sun in your solar 8th House of
sex, birth, death, delving into psychological matters, money you owe, partnership
funds, estate matters including wills and inheritances, mortgages, crime and
forensic science through December 3. The transit happens every 12 years based on
activity in your finance-related 8th house and how the transit affects important
decisions, especially if you have planets residing in this house. Take inventory of your
assets and decide what needs your attention and what you want to pare down in terms
of debt. During your last birthday cycle you may have either lost a mate or married
your love and merged assets. Sagittarius is an adventurous sign, so romance could take
you on a new journey. If you are engaged, you could set a date; and if a relationship is
on the fritz, a breakup is likely. You may be in the market for a new residence, may
be selling one, settling estate matters, and working on clearing debris from your deep
psyche. Some Taurus Sun signs will take classes, see a consultant or a therapist, work
on your resume and pay off debt. Jupiter moves to compatible Capricorn and your
solar 9th House from December 3, 2019-December 20, 2020 playing up the travel
vibes or taking you on those bucket list trips or on a work detail to another city.
Your excellence in job performance may have earned you a much desired promotion,
an opportunity to change jobs, a chance to study new cultures and languages, publish
materials related to your area of expertise or plan a visit to see relatives, including inlaws who live in different locations. Some of you may move to a more desirable
climate as you prepare to retire. Saturn in Capricorn in your highly active solar 9th
House stimulates your interest in long distance travel and maybe the trip of a
lifetime; a move far from your current residence possibly due to a job transfer or
retirement; a visit from in-laws or those from foreign countries; journalism or
writing projects; education connected with landing a plum job or studying another
language; seeing legal or medical professionals and philosophical or religious
interests. Saturn is going retrograde on April 29 and remains so until September 18.
One thing you learned in recent years about Saturn is that you can’t pretend problems
don’t exist. Saturn will bring them right in front of your face to remind you that you
have work to do. With eclipses, Pluto, and later this year, Jupiter in this solar 9th
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House, life will not be dull even though you have some very fine vibes with the trine
aspect from these planets. Boost self-confidence and get ready to meet unfolding
demands. The planets work in your favor for giving you more career stability or the
option to retire if you are eligible. Savor unfolding gifts. The planets are generally
helpful to you if born May 3-20 and you experience the trine aspect to Saturn at
various times over the next year. Consult with your astrologer, headhunter, business
advisor or realtor depending on your needs. Uranus in Taurus is in the early stages of
shaking up your sign as of March 6 and after a brief teaser last May and it occupies
your sign, Taurus, for the next 7 years. Those of you born April 20-27 are in the
limelight now and subject to Uranus shakeups periodically until your 2020 birthday
cycle begins. This powerful transit creates turbulence or shock and beckons you to
finish any loose ends so you can tackle the next round of surprises – yes, there will be
several of those so embrace spontaneity. Uranus is front and center in your solar 1st
House of personality, self-interest, energy, passion, creativity, assertiveness,
innovation, and health matters and will probably affect many of these themes or those
affiliated with the actual house Taurus occupies in your birth chart. The consequence
of dealing with a Uranus cycle in your sign is that it brings disturbance and change and
that does not appeal to a Taurus. You like to manage what is happening close to you
and that is not going to be possible all the time. Close associates notice how
“different” you seem to be and that is probably true because now you want to
eliminate situations no longer of value in your life. Be alert regarding safety, security
and trust levels. Neptune in Pisces is happily in love with your sign, Taurus, and
especially in this cycle for those born May 6-11 in your solar 11th House of goals,
wishes, friendships, your employer’s assets, political connections, professional
affiliates, and organizations. This transit helps you neutralize some of the Uranus
tension and brings many individuals or groups to your attention, by allowing you to
determine whether these relationships are worth pursuing or would benefit from
dissolution. Tune in to your spirit and attract positive individuals who tell you the
truth – no thick veils of fog to distort reality and no entrenchment with psychic
vampires. A bonus with this positive sextile from Neptune is that you meet honest,
caring friends and associates who share similar philosophies -- nothing at all that
resembles a cult with skewed values. This transit helps you discover the gift of
intuition; use it well as you live and learn and have fun. Neptune goes retrograde from
June 21-November 27; certain studies. music and reading matter satisfy your curious
mind during this cycle. Pluto in Capricorn affects you if born May 11-15 in a
powerful and transformative way in the solar 9th House of long-distance travel,
publishing and journalism, foreigners, in-laws, advanced education, languages,
spirituality, legal matters, professional opinions and culture. The planet of deep
transformation goes retrograde from April 24-October 3 EDT. The transit gives your
higher mind a push to help you realize how much is subtly changing in your world and
mindset. This planet does not crash as much as it eases into your consciousness until
you see the emerging new picture. What would make your life easier if you were able
to eliminate the baggage? Stay Alert! You could be in for a few surprises with help
from the eclipses and Saturn that are moving through this house. Be sure you have
made plans for financial matters, estates, health checkups and all types of specialists
who are affiliated with this department of your life such as medical, legal, financial or
religious professionals. Keep excellent records related to any major changes you make
or that help your life flow more seamlessly. Enjoy travel, spiritual enterprises, classes,
writing, bonding with in-laws or exchanging information with those from other
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countries or cultures. Stay open to the flow of positive energy in the year ahead.
Success puts a smile in your heart and on your face.
Your birthday cycle includes all 5 of the eclipses prominent during 2019 and
one that occurs in January 2020. The houses to keep an eye on in the year ahead
are your solar 9th, 4th, 3rd,9th, 9th, and 3rd in that order through January 10th, 2020.
First up was the Solar eclipse of January 5th in your 9th House of the higher mind,
legal, medical and spiritual matters as well as long distance travel, publishing,
education, languages, foreigners, in-laws, philosophy and writing. Since this house
is receiving the most attention during the next year plus, expect any pending
conditions to escalate and call for remedial action. The eclipse energy verifies that
any stuck places need attention in terms of rigid thinking patterns. The first lunar
eclipse of the year fell on January 21st in Leo and occurred in your 4th House of
home and foundations. You had loose ends from last August that stirred activities at
home base and involve family including children and parents and perhaps revelation of
their secrets and health matters. For some, it could mean pending real estate matters
such as settlements or house hunting. It also suggests that you deal with what is in
your heart and soul instead of playing it safe and not dealing with deep issues that
stay unspoken or unaddressed. Concentrate on landscaping and improvement of your
home’s exterior façade through the end of spring. The second solar eclipse of the
year falls in Cancer in your solar 3rd House of communication, education, hi-tech
equipment, and your life status, your mental state, conditions in your
neighborhood, networking, siblings and cousins, and transportation. This powerful
eclipse takes place on July 2 and reminds you to think about priorities, the status quo
of your message delivery, and the need to adjust life direction when you find areas
that are ready to be released. Take a breath, meditate, reflect on critical matters and
develop plans that bring you better opportunities for relationship growth. It is time to
heal old wounds as well if you have fragile relationships in your circle. Open new doors
to stimulate enjoyable environments. The fourth eclipse of 2019 occurs on July 16th,
a lunar eclipse in Capricorn that gives visibility to your 9th House of legal and
medical matters and professionals, languages, foreigners, in-laws, long-distance
travel, higher education, philosophy, writing and publishing. Certain Tauruses have
appointments with medical personnel on the agenda and should be cautious about
undertaking risky ventures that could lead to body injuries. Carefully plan any surgery.
Those of you with travel on your mind will be planning the trip of your dreams; job
reassignments could mean a relocation; university programs are on the horizon for
other Tauruses that could lead to a better paying job. Escape from situations that
frazzle your emotional state. Clear the air and release the stressful energy. Be on the
lookout for fascinating classes or a new job that matches your skills and takes
advantage of newly-acquired technology. The 5th eclipse of 2019 falls on December
26th, a New Moon Solar eclipse in Capricorn in your solar 9th House which further
highlights the themes described by the July 16th lunar eclipse. Eclipses in
compatible Capricorn represent intellectual shakeups and bring you out of your shell if
your outlook has been too rigid. You crave a change of scenery or a significant
sabbatical. Try a new venue and rate your satisfaction level after taking a new path.
Matters connected with your higher mind, political or spiritual perspective or
publishing are ripe for a decision. Clear up loose ends and approach 2020 with freedom
and courage. Some Tauruses may do an about face and start a new business, undergo a
career shift or decide to retire. On January 10, the first lunar eclipse of 2020 occurs
in Cancer (Full Moon) and occupies your solar 3rd House of sisters and brothers,
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cousins, neighbors, communication, contracts, local travel, your state of mind,
equipment, vehicles and education. This eclipse strongly relates to the one that
occurred on July 2nd and creates opportunity to settle differences, clearly state your
needs and how you will help others, what you need from them and what you want to
eliminate. This is wrap-up time (through mid-2020) for your major 3rd House
undertakings, especially those that left you wondering whether to buy the new car, fix
the old one or sign up for classes that sound great but could eat up considerable free
time that you’re not sure you want to sacrifice. Remember, if it is taxing your mind it
won’t get any better unless you let go of fears. You may be answering more e-mail or
text messages than usual and spending more time on the phone. Set a workable
schedule for handling this daily communication so you don’t get bogged down. By now
the entrance of Uranus into your sign will affect those of you born the first 7 degrees
of Taurus. Enjoy a stress-free year by meditating, practicing yoga, finding reasons to
laugh and enjoying life’s blessings. Let new opportunities expand your perspective to
magnify the joy in your life. Attract success! The previous sections may also pertain to
those with Taurus on the Ascendant as they match the flow of your chart.
Famous Taurus personalities include: Carmen Electra, Queen Elizabeth II,
Craig Ferguson, Adele, James McAvoy, Tina Fey, Jessica Lange, Eric Mabius, Andie
McDowell, Jack Nicholson, Shirley MacLaine, Al Pacino, Renee Zellweger, Jason Lee,
Penelope Cruz, Jay Leno, Jessica Alba, Andre Agassi, Tony Danza, Daniel Day-Lewis,
Jerry Seinfeld, Elaine May, Michelle Pfeiffer, Uma Thurman, Kirsten Dunst, Willie
Nelson, David Beckham, Bridget Moynahan, John Daly, Carla Hall, Patti LuPone, James
Brown, Mary McDonnell, Elisabeth Rohm, Dwayne Johnson, Audrey Hepburn, Mark
Zuckerberg, Randy Travis, Stephen Colbert, George Clooney, Cheryl Burke, Charles
Grodin, Carla Hall, Tony Blair, Eva Peron, Iggy Pop, Enrique Iglesias, Billy Joel, Rosario
Dawson, Candice Bergen, Bono, David Gergen, Gabriel Byrne, Katherine Hepburn,
Stephen Baldwin, Dennis Rodman, Harvey Keitel, Stevie Wonder, Cate Blanchett,
George Lucas, Debra Winger, Janet Jackson, Pierce Brosnan, Tori Spelling, Dennis
Hopper, Chow Yun-Fat, Nora Ephron, Busta Rhymes, America Ferrara and Cher.
PLANETS’ ACTIVITY APRIL 20-MAY 21
Over the last few years, we have experienced increasingly tense
relationships internally in our country and with the global community. Although
powerful eclipse activity has dominated events in the U.S., we are also experiencing
the transits of several forceful planets that trigger activity in hot spots in the U.S. and
other countries where dynamics are increasingly strained. A few of you have described
the status quo as waiting for a time bomb to go off. Perhaps at this spiritual time of
the year we can put our energy into seeking peaceful solutions. Note that three outer
planets are going retrograde in April.
As we head into Taurus territory, Mercury is direct in Aries and challenges us
to use open and expressive communication to get our points across. On May 7,
Mercury makes a mad dash through Taurus weighing words more carefully and laying
the groundwork for projects, initiatives and solid decisions. Put your energy into
desired plans to give yourself leverage for enjoying leisure time as summer
approaches. Venus completes its cycle in Pisces just as we move into Taurus on
April 20 and then moves into passionate Aries through May 15th before moving to
tactile Taurus for the rest of the month. If you’re feeling feisty, check your words to
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ensure you communicate clearly and amicably with loved ones. Negotiate rather than
blurt out opinions that sound like you are barking orders at more fragile types.
Examine feelings, communicate your needs and express your appreciation for others
who make a difference in your life. The latter half of May is a good time to date if you
are unattached or to celebrate with existing partners. Seek more balance in
relationships. Mars, the planet of action, is in Gemini through the 16th of May

before moving to Cancer for the rest of this cycle. Mars in Gemini represents a
very energetic period marked by increased conversation, phone calls and online
communication. May 5th could prove very frustrating when Mars opposes
Jupiter, and nothing seems to go right as you spin your wheel trying to figure
out why nothing happens – just chill until the next day. Jupiter in Sagittarius
turned retrograde on April 10 and stays there until August 11 and most affects you
this month if you have planets at 23-21 degrees – Gemini, Virgo, and Pisces, as well as
Taurus and Cancer. Meanwhile, fire signs Aries and Leo benefit financially from this
transit which calls for careful research regarding purchases and big ticket items under
consideration. Maybe you can postpone auto buying until after September 22. Saturn

in Capricorn goes retrograde on April 29 and goes direct on September 18.
Those of you born the 20th degree of Capricorn or of the other earth signs,
Taurus and Virgo benefit from learning more about restructuring internal
thought processes and gaining insight into areas in need of change. Cardinal
signs with planets around these degrees, including Capricorn, Aries, Cancer
and Libra experience tension when caught up in eclipse energy or the presence
of Pluto on one of your planets or points. Hold off implementing plans pushing
for closure when you are not ready. Pay attention to home or building
construction and make sure you schedule necessary repairs. Note the amount
of turnover in government organizations and the push to restructure the status
quo. For several agencies, the rush will not pay off as intended as flaws in the
plans emerge. Watch for increased whistleblowing and exposes as individuals
get things off their chests. Uranus is enjoying early shakeups in Taurus
igniting 2-4 degrees of the sign. Note what is happening in global and
personal arenas. Early born Taurus, April 19-22 feel the blast more
intensely now. The challenging energy leads to new analysis patterns and
could also affect Leos born July 22-25, Scorpios born October 22-25, and
Aquarius born January 20-23. Look at the status of the Boeing 737 MAX fleets
that have been grounded. Taurus is very safety conscious and two crashes make
a difference in the level of risk to passengers. At the time of this writing,
several airlines have grounded their fleet, seriously curtailing summer travel
through August. We’ll hear more about monetary systems, structures, the
world currencies and the way we pay for goods and services. Just this week
certain companies no longer want to keep cash on hand and are forcing
customers to pay with credit or debit cards. Keep an eye on the latest
technologies. Neptune in Pisces affects individuals born March 7-10 during this
time and could produce a revision of goals, plans and physical structures including
your feet. Be sure the air you breathe is as pure as you can get it and check water
quality periodically. Lungs are fragile for some and it is important to prevent
pneumonia. Water signs Cancer and Scorpio seem more receptive to intuitive insight if
born with planets at 17-18 degrees of their signs; Gemini, Virgo and Sagittarius with
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planets at these degrees meet challenges regarding written messages, iffy clauses,
respiratory issues, incomplete work and allergic reactions to fragrances. Be sure to
update electronic equipment and safeguard privacy. Widespread hacking, fake mail
and scams related to social media and financial institutions are on the rise. Nip those
fibbers in your circle in the bud. Let reality be at the forefront of your desired goals.
Pluto in Capricorn turns retrograde at 23 degrees on April 24 and goes direct on
October 3. While in transit it will experience several glitches as it works with
Saturn to uncover the truth. This transit is a “get back on track” scenario and
eliminates creative avoidance even though the performance pace is slow and
insidious. Financial programs and budgets, especially in government, are likely to
undergo cuts or extreme shifts leading to a change in the status quo. This station
position shifts power and may involve conditions around personal dealings, anger
issues, covert operations and secrets. Those of you born around the 23rd degree of
cardinal signs Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are likely to feel the most energy
from this planetary traveler. Where are you experiencing delays? What are you waiting
for that seems to be taking forever? Canceled plans or the delay in filling orders seem
inevitable, Once the long retrograde ends, you’ll experience renewal and will shed
unwanted baggage. Have you noticed change surrounding organizational structures,
corporations, cultures, religious institutions and areas that need a makeover? Welcome
the karma cleaners as they move blocks that create rigid energy. Expect an expose of
secret information on the global level. Chiron, the Wounded Healer travels over 3-4
degrees of Aries, most affecting those born March 22-26. You’re a fighter, Aries, and
prefer to lead your own band. Why not take charge and address old issues from the
past that have keep tension and fear of hidden matters present? What do you not want
to face? When you seek the truth, better opportunities surface to help you meet
cherished goals. Contact your astrologer to define important dates and trends because
every chart is unique and benefits from personal interpretation. Once the CapricornCancer eclipses pass, you will experience freedom. Heal your emotions and let the
truth out. Give your whirling brain a rest. Start attracting the ideal social, business, or
romantic relationships. Opportunities to grow spiritually and mentally offer a new
perspective during this Chiron cycle. Own your truth – it is yours to cherish.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES APRIL 20 THROUGH MAY 21
April 20: Sun enters Taurus, 4:56 AM EDT
May 4: New Moon in Taurus, 6:45 PM EDT, 14° b 10’
May 18: Full Moon in Scorpio, 5:11 PM EDT, 27° h 38’
May 21: Sun Enters Gemini, 4:00 AM EDT
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Here are queries of interest from readers about people in the news. An
overwhelming number of you asked about The Mueller Report and what we might
expect from it. Space does not permit full coverage – see below. Tune in to as many
news stations as possible to get a feel for breaking political stories; bet you can’t keep
up with all of them – they seem to change with the wind spin after spin depending on
who is reporting. Many names in the news came up with readers asking about charts
and birthdays. Here are a few. Note the significance of stories playing out while
Mercury was still retrograde, a condition that lends itself to reversals, additional and
unreleased news emerging and mix-ups or incomplete information.
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Joe Biden: The former Vice President and Senator is a Scorpio, born November 20 in
Scranton, PA. He hasn’t yet announced his candidacy as a presidential nominee and
lately he’s come under fire for being too tactile with women over the years. His chart
shows a Mercury, Sun, Venus conjunction in Scorpio which is a very warm aspect that
shows vivacity and the tendency to embrace people and conditions in his life, perfect
for showing enthusiasm on the campaign trail. His chart does not depict a smarmy
type of individual, in fact, it shows that he is caring and loyal to his wife and children.
The Asteroid Goddess of marriage, Juno, occupies his First House; Ceres the nurturing
Goddess occupies his 4th House of home and family and his Moon in Taurus conjunct
Part of Fortune is in his 5th House of love and romance each of which support his loving
feelings for his family. Although his chart is undergoing major shifts and he has
favorable opportunities to run for office, it is not likely that he will emerge as the
Democrats’ leading candidate. Possibly political newcomers have a better chance of
winning the nomination.
American Idol: As I write this section, 10 contestants are in the running to become
the next Idol, and public voting resumes with the Top 10 finalists on Sunday, April 21.
The talent pool is flooded. Identify your favorites and vote. The season finale names
the winner on May 19. The show’s principals are Host, Ryan Seacrest, a Capricorn;
Judges: Katy Perry, a Scorpio, Lionel Richie, a Gemini and Luke Bryan, a Cancer.
Adam Schiff: The Chairman of the House intelligence Committee has been the target
of Republican activists led by the President to resign because they believe that that
the President was fully exonerated of being a Russian asset and want Schiff to back
off. Schiff refuses to do so and responded by citing multiple charges that he believes
demonstrate high levels of greed, moral turpitude and corrupt behavior. Schiff is a
Cancer born June 22 in Framingham, MA with a strongly placed Venus, Sun and Dark
Moon Lilith in Cancer, an ardent indicator of one who is interested in digging beneath
the surface for the truth. Aspects to his Sun support his integrity and fine reputation.
Emerging transits show that his factfinding will continue and we’ll hear more about his
investigative results in the coming year.
Jussie Smollett: The talented actor from The Empire TV show was accused of faking a
racially charged attack on himself in Chicago that allegedly took place on January 29
with prosecutors producing significant evidence of him initiating a plot. Smollett made
the rounds telling his story. Meanwhile investigation by Chicago police led to
disclosure of evidence that implied that he and others he hired (who admitted
involvement) were behind the incident eventually leading to his arrest. Suddenly all
felony charges were dropped last month (under Retrograde Mercury aspects). Public
outrage and several readers asked what is going on. Smollett is a double Gemini born
June 21 – Sun and Moon conjunct at 29 Gemini. Astrologically, the signature of harm to
a person usually involves Mars yet no violent Mars aspects were present at the time of
the alleged attack. Expect to hear more about this incident as further details undergo
investigation.
The Mueller Report: As soon as I heard the Mueller Report was going to be released
last month before Mercury went direct, I knew it would not be the report we were
expecting. Robert Mueller’s (Leo born August 7) 443-page report held many more
findings than the 4-page summary compiled by Attorney General William Barr (May 23,
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a Gemini) and released to the public on March 24. After releasing the full report on
April 18, Barr appears to be acting as the President’s defense attorney not as the
Attorney General. The Mueller Report has already been offered for sale and orders are
piling in with significant demand. Congress is requesting the full unredacted report.
You’ll be hearing details of this report endlessly for months and probably years.
Donald Trump’s chart(Gemini June 14, 1946) picks up steam when Pluto goes
retrograde and opposes his natal Saturn on April 29 for the next 6 months. Stay tuned.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez: This fiery political activist is the youngest woman to be
elected to Congress. Born October 13 in the Bronx, “AOC”, as she is called has a chart
that holds a powerful T-square of Cancer and Capricorn planets in opposition to each
other and squaring her Mercury, Mars, Juno, Sun and Dark Moon Lilith in Libra. What a
powerhouse in cardinal signs. At the time of her election to Congress last year, she
experienced her first Saturn return at age 29. You can be sure she will play a very
visible role in the 2020 elections looking for ways to reform outmoded structures.
READERS CORNER:
Thank you for all the notes you sent on last month’s questions. Several readers
said they experienced similar issues with prescription mix-ups and just as many of you
said you often feel out of the loop in your workplace due to leadership issues that
causes considerable lag time in getting goals accomplished. I hope you are working on
solutions to ease conditions in your life. Enjoy this month’s solution.
Q. I was born on April 22 and have experienced a number of household
problems for almost a year. Everything seems to be falling apart and I have repairmen
on speed dial. First my dishwasher went, then my dryer followed by my air
conditioner. When one of these major areas is not in need of attention, it is my
computer, printer or cracks that show up around window frames. This week it is the
deck with a wobbly section and crumbling on my cement walkway. What do you see
that is affecting my chart? It is getting mighty expensive, Thank you.

A. Your Taurus Sun sign in an early degree is feeling the full brunt of
transiting Uranus in Taurus in your 4th House of home and household fixtures.
Mercury and Venus also are on your Sun, so all three planets are catching the
impact of the Uranus 7-year transit. The good news is that by next year the
pressure on these early degrees will be in the past. Right now Uranus is also in
hard aspect to your Aquarius Ascendant at 3 degrees of the sign and it affects
your 4th House placements like a pattern of dominoes falling. Transiting
Neptune in Pisces in your 2nd House of income opposes your natal Moon in Virgo
in your 8th House of debt – a reason why your output of money is accelerating
from the mounting expenses for new purchases and repairs. In addition, you
also experienced the January 21st Full Moon eclipse at 0 Leo on the cusp of your
7th House opposite your Ascendant and in hard aspect to your 4th House planets.
If your deck or windows are made of wood, be sure to have a pest control
expert inspect them to make sure you don’t have termites. With Neptune in
opposition, check for leaks. For a more detailed explanation, schedule a
personal consultation. Wishing you harmony in your home!
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Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier
newsletters. I will include more questions in Readers’ Corner next month. I’m glad you
liked the Aries issue and welcome your thoughts on Taurus.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Love is never afraid of giving too much.” …unknown
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 1-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation based on
solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart which uses
your time of birth. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in learning
more about how the current cycles affect you, call me to schedule an appointment for
a personal consultation or a coaching session. For a unique approach give the gift of a
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are
available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new
perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward
to hearing from you.
EEnnjjooyy m
maannyy bblleessssiinnggss,,
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand
www.astrologyondemand.com
NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in
the past six months, please send your current mailing address. To be removed from
the e-mail list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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